In [3] , for the Marot ring provided in Example 2.5, [2, Proposition 2.4] does not hold. Thus, we change our hypothesis "Marot" to "additively regular" in [2, Proposition 2.4] and reprove it.
Proposition 2.4
Let R be an additively regular ring and P, P 1 , . . . , P n a collection of prime regular ideals
Proof
We have that P ⊈ P i for any i , and hence, by [1, Proposition
Since the product of regular elements is regular, there exists a regular element b ∈ P ∩ P 1 ∩ P 2 ∩ . . . ∩ P n . Thus, there exists a u ∈ R such that x = a + ub is regular in R , and
This change we make in [2, Proposition 2.4] affects only [2, Lemma 2.5] and [2, Proposition 3.1], where the hypothesis "Marot" is changed to "additively regular". Furthermore, we note that the 2-generated regular ideal A , found in [2, Theorem 4.2], may not be invertible. 
Consider the ideal AI . We observe that, locally at each center P with the corresponding valuation v P , v P ((AI) (P ) ) = 0 , implying that (AI) (P ) = R (P ) . 2
Finally, the hypothesis that R be Prüfer should be added to [2, Corollary 4.4].
